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n The idea of unit testing has been around for
many years. Test early, test often is a mantra
that concerns unit testing as well. However, in
practice, not many software projects have the
luxury of a decent and up-to-date unit test
suite. This may change, especially for embedded
systems, as the demand for delivering quality
software continues to grow. International stan-
dards, like IEC-61508-3, ISO/DIS-26262, or
DO-178B, demand module testing for a given
functional safety level. Unit testing at the mod-
ule level helps to achieve this requirement. Yet,
even if functional safety is not a concern, the
cost of a recall - both in terms of direct
expenses and in lost credibility - justifies spend-
ing a little more time and effort to ensure that
our released software does not cause any un-
pleasant surprises.

There are a number of benefits to unit testing.
When creating a unit test case, the developer
tests at a very low level. He is able to drive exe-
cution to parts of the code that are normally
not covered by high-level functional tests. That
way, he can test corner cases and the handling
of abnormal situations. The second important
benefit stems from the fact that doing unit
testing forces the developer to write testable
code. This usually results in code that is better
decomposed, not overly complex, and all
around better designed. Another benefit is
that suites of unit test cases establish a great

safety net for the application - so you do not
have to be afraid of modifying it. That is espe-
cially important if you want to refactor your
code, or when you deal with old, legacy code
that you do not know well any more. Typically,
in such situations, developers are afraid to
touch anything for fear of introducing errors.
With this safety net, you can modify code
with the confidence that if you break some-
thing, you will be alerted immediately. That
translates to better productivity and better
code. Last but not least, unit test cases expose
errors very early in the development cycle. Ac-
cording to well-known studies, fixing an error
early is much cheaper than fixing that same
error late in the integration test phase or in
the system test phase. These reasons led to the
invention of test driven development (TDD).
TDD promotes that the developer is supposed
to create a unit test case for each piece of func-
tionality—before he starts to implement it.

If unit testing is so great, then why is it not
done on every project? Probably because it in-
evitably involves a certain amount of work -
even for simple cases. Recall the simplistic ex-
ample already described. First, arguments to
the function do not have to be simple types.
They may be complicated structures that need
to be initialized properly for the test to make
any sense. Second, the function under test
does not have to return a simple type. It can

also refer to external variables, which again do
not have to be simple types. Finally, the func-
tion foo may call another one, goo, which for
example talks to a real-world hardware
sensor/file/database/network socket/USB port,
receives user input from a GUI, etc - and thus
will not operate properly in separation. To
prepare a useful unit test case for this non-
trivial foo requires a lot of work: proper ini-
tialization of all variables that the function
under test depends on, stubs/drivers for func-
tions that we do not want to call (like goo), in-
telligent post-condition checking, and so on.
Then all of this has to be built, run, and
recover gracefully if a problem occurs. The
final steps involve preparation of a nice report
that shows what the test execution results were
and also which lines/statements or branches
were covered during execution. And all this
must be maintained as the code evolves. Sound
like a lot of work? It is. This is probably the
primary reason why unit testing is so rare in
real-world software projects.

In the context of embedded software develop-
ment, unit testing is an even greater challenge.
On the one hand, it is simpler because often
only C code is used - and when C++ is used, it
is only a simplified subset of it. However, on
the other hand, unit test cases need to be de-
ployed on a target board, or at least on a simu-
lator. The code prepared for testing, together
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Figure 1. Simplified ASR using
MDK-ARM and deployed
through ULINK Pro. It runs
on a board that is attached to
the car model with speed
 sensors and can simulate slip
conditions.
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with all the test cases and test data, must be
transferred to the target board, then executed.
Finally, test outcomes must be collected and
transferred back to the host, which is where
they can be analyzed. This adds additional
overhead on top of the work described in the
previous section. A thorough discussion of all
the challenges of unit testing embedded soft-
ware would take an entire article, if not an en-
tire book. Rather than take this route, let us
take a more practical approach, and explore
how to set up and develop unit test cases in a
concrete situation. This will not explain all
the possible details, but it will provide a sense
of what unit testing means in practice.

Let’s consider a simplified ASR (acceleration
slip regulation) system running on a Keil evalu-
ation board MVBSTM32E. It must be empha-
sized that we are presenting this system only to
demonstrate a concept; it is not ASR software

for a real-world vehicle. In the sample system,
two speed detectors monitor the front wheels.
If one of the wheels starts spinning while the
other slows down, then the system assumes
that the wheel is slipping and it engages the
brakes on that wheel so the torque can be di-
rected through the front axle differential to the
other wheel (the one slowing down). 

Our simplified ASR is built using MDK-ARM
and deployed through ULINK Pro. It runs on
a board that is attached to the car model with
speed sensors and that can simulate slip con-
ditions. To prepare for unit testing this ASR,
we need to: Import our µVision project into
C++test, configure the project inside C++test,
configure results transmission, deal with target
limitations, prepare a test suite and the first,
exemplary test case, and deploy it and collect
the results. Once we have all these steps com-
pleted, we will be ready to do some true work
and achieve our specific testing goals. But first,
we need to start on the ground work.

C++test provides a wizard for easy µVision
project importing. Wizard allows importing a
single project or collection of projects, and is
available in GUI mode and also in command
line mode for automated projects import.
Once imported, C++test will be synchronizing
changes to the original project whenever it de-
tects such. C++test is using the build bat file
generated by µVision IDE to acquire the com-
piler/linker flag. If the build bat file generation
is not enabled in µVision, the project import
wizard will issue a warning and block project
import. To enable build bat file generation in
µVision simply mark the check box in µVision

project properties. After wizard settings are
confirmed C++test will proceed with project
import. In effect the user will get the new
C++test project that is synchronized with µVi-
sion project. All basic settings are automatically
set so it is possible to start the static analysis
without any additional settings. With unit test-
ing the situation is bit more complicated. To
successfully run unit tests on the target, C++test
needs to: prepare the test components (C/C++
source files), build a test executable basing on
generated test components, generate a special
debugger script for uVision that will automate
the test execution, start µVision with generated
debugger to execute the scheduled portion of
tests, and process collected results and provide
the execution statistics to the users. 

But C+++ test provides a solution to this.  All
testing actions, whether these are standard
steps or user custom actions, are handled by
so-named test configurations and more pre-
cisely a test flow definition that is a part of the
test configuration. C++test is shipped with
number of built-in test configurations. For
testing µVision4 projects with ULINKPro debug
and trace adapter the best starting point is to
go with the Run KeiluVision Tests- ULINKPro”
test configuration. Then user can freely modify
test configuration and tailor flow definition to
suit individual project needs. Besides the con-
figurations done in the C++test project there
are some adjustments that need to be done
also in µVision project in order to achieve fully
automated tests execution. Typically there are
the following things to customize:

Path to the C++test generated debugger script.
C++test uses the following command to run
µVision IDE to automatically execute a pre-
pared test executable:

uv4.exe -d <tested project uVision project
file> -t <name of the uVision project target>

“-d” option forces µVision to run debugging
mode and execute all commands that are spec-
ified in the debugger script specified for the
<name of the µVision project target> target.
To assure that C++test generated script will
be used the path to this script needs to be set
in the Project Properties>Debug tab. See the
screen shot shown in figure 3.

Heap and stack memory. The unit testing
framework brings some additional consump-
tion of the memory, affecting the stack and
heap usage. The amount of the stack and heap
memory that is taken by testing framework
depends on many factors like: instrumenta-
tionconfiguration, C++test run-time li-
braryconfiguration, code of test cases and
stubs. C++test provides several configuration
points to limit stack/heap. For a relatively sim-

Figure 2. C++test provides a wizard for easy
uVision project importing which allows
importing a single project or collection of
projects and is available in GUI mode, and
also in command line mode for automated
projects import.

Figure 3. Option -d forces µVision to run debugging mode and execute all commands that are
specified in the debugger script specified for the <name of the µVision project target> target.
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ple projects one may assume that 0x450 for
stack and about 0x900 for heap is far enough.
Communication channel. The configuration

of the results transmission requires selecting
the suitable communication channel in the
C++test run-time library. The default setting

for running tests with MDK-ARM 4.1 and
ULINKPro is the communication based on
the Instrumentation Trace Macrocell, a part
of ARM CoreSight debug and trace technology.
In this mode, C++test writes the test messages
directly to ITM port, ULINKPro assures the
data transport to the host machine, where it is
captured by Vision IDE and stored into the
file for analysis by C++test. Communication
through ULINKPro and ITM port is even 100
times faster than traditional through UART.

In this part of the article, we briefly introduced
unit testing, and discussed challenges which
embedded developer faces when doing unit
testing. We used a specific example - a simplified
ASR (acceleration slip regulation) system run-
ning on a Keil evaluation board MVBSTM32E.
In the second part we will show what it means
to obtain particular goals with unit testing, like
a certain level of code coverage. We will also
discuss the safety relevance of unit testing. n

Figure 4. Communication through ULINKPro and ITM port is even 100 times faster than 
traditional through UART.

Product News

n  Express Logic: safety-critical certification
pack for ThreadX RTOS

Express Logic announces the immediate avail-
ability of market-specific, Safety-Critical Cer-
tification Pack products for its ThreadX RTOS
for the North American market. Building on a
recent announcement to provide certification
for many European standards, Express Logic
is extending its offering to cover RTCA’s DO-
178B, FDA 510(k) Pre-Market Notification
and Approval, and IEC-61508 for avionics,
medical and industrial automation equipment.
News ID 10419

n  PLS: test and debug environment for Cor-
tex-M4 and Cortex-M3

With its Universal Debug Engine (UDE) 2.7,
PLS Programmierbare Logik & Systeme now
also offers a complete test and debug environ-
ment for Cortex-M4 devices and new Cortex-
M3 derivates from different manufacturers.
As with the Cortex-M3, the Cortex-M4 is
based on the ARMv7-ME core architecture,
but furthermore is also equipped with a single
cycle multiply-accumulate unit for 16/32-bit
data width and dual 16-bit data processing. 
News ID 10497

n  CMX: Embedded software suite for 
NXP ARM7/9 and Cortex families

CMX Systems offers two RTOSes, three TCP/IP
stacks, five Flash File Systems and USB support
for NXP’s ARM7, ARM9 and Cortex-M3 mi-
crocontroller families. Support is also provided
for many compiler tool chains including IAR,
KEIL and GNU.
News ID 10327

n  Synopsys launches MIPI DigRF v4 IP
Synopsys announces the availability of the
DesignWare MIPI 4G DigRF Master Con-
troller IP. The configurable MIPI 4G DigRF
is compliant to the recently ratified MIPI
DigRF v4 1.00 specification and enables de-
signers to reliably implement the new stan-
dard. In addition, Synopsys is developing the
DesignWare M-PHY(SM), the physical layer
for the MIPI DigRF v4 interface, in parallel
with the ratification of the specification. 
News ID 10488

n  Green Hills and Freescale: strategic alliance
for advanced software solutions

Green Hills Software and Freescale Semicon-
ductor announce that they are entering into a
multi-year strategic agreement to develop, co-
market and deliver highly integrated, optimized
single and multicore operating system and
tools solutions targeting Freescale’s QorIQ
and PowerQUICC processor families. 
News ID 10432

n  Express Logic: ThreadX RTOS for Tensilica’s
dataplane processor cores

Tensilica and Express Logic announce that
Express Logic’s ThreadX RTOS is now available
for Tensilica’s third-generation Diamond Stan-
dard dataplane processor cores. ThreadX is
designed for fast real-time performance. It
helps applications quickly respond to external
events with its priority-based, preemptive
scheduling. It is also deterministic, providing
bounded real-time response regardless of the
size of the application. 
News ID 10372

n  Kithara: real-time extension supports
Profibus cards of Hilscher

The Windows real-time environment »Real-
Time Suite« of Kithara now supports time-
critical applications with Profibus, too. The
RealTime Suite is a function library and offers
a flexible approach for the user. In order to
gain a flexible and efficient solution, Kithara
Software is co-operating intensively with
Hilscher and supports the Profibus extension
card CIFX 50-DP by Hilscher. 
News ID 10587

n  Evatronix: 65C02 chip compatible 
microprocessor IP core

Evatronix announces the C65C02 micro-
processor IP core that complies with the
original 6502 Instruction Set Architecture
by MOS. A list of smart improvements
makes the core better suited for non-obsolete
uses while retaining compatibility with all
the industry certified software should the
IP be used as a direct 6502 or 65C02 chip
replacement.
News ID 10499

n  Holtek: dual slope A/D type MCU 
with touch keys

Holtek announces a 8-bit OTP dual slope A/D
type MCU, the HT46R73D-3 with internal
touch-key functions as well as a wide range of
other peripheral functions. The device is
 especially suitable for the processing of analog
signals from bridge sensor applications such
as scales, pressure gauges, thermometers,
 humidity meters, tire pressure gauges etc.
News ID 10501




